Rick Ross And Usher's 'Touch 'N You' Is For 'The Ladies'
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Rozay and Usher talk to MTV News about the 'sexy' track from their video set in Atlanta.
By Rob Markman, with reporting by FLX

Rick Ross on the set of "Touch 'N You"
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God Forgives, but Rick Ross does not. Still, as apathetic as the Bawse may portray himself,
Rozay has a sweet spot when it comes to the ladies. So on
"To
uch 'N You,"
the new big money single off of Ross' upcoming
God Forgives, I Don't,
the Maybach CEO and guest star
Usher Raymond
show a little love to the hunnies.

"It's a real sexy record. I wanted to make sure the ladies knew that they could be a part of this
movement, a part of this project," Rick Ross told MTV News on Thursday (May 24) from the
"Touch 'N You" video set in Atlanta. "I would never let the ladies down even if it's a real hard
album or however it may be titled."

The upcoming clip is directed by Chris Robinson (Lil Wayne "How to Love," Jay-Z "Roc Boys")
and will of course co-star Usher. "It's an incredible one, Chris once again comes together
making an incredible video," Usher told us. "It is a conceptual video depicting the world that
Rozay is in. My participation is just to show up and be cool."
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Cool is an understatement when it comes to Usher, who is riding high off of his #1 Billboard Hot
R&B/Hip-Hop Song
"Climax."
Ross is no stranger to love songs either; he's given the ladies plenty to swoon over on singles
like 2008's "Here I Am" and 2010's "Aston Martin Music," but having Ush on a track adds a
certain appeal.

The combination of Raymond's vocals and the sexy "Touch 'N You" video should be just
enough to help Rozay properly put his feelings in perspective. Sometimes after long studio
sessions with Meek Mill, Wale and the rest of his MMG compadres, the Bawse just needs to get
away, and that's what he aims to capture in the clip. "It's basically like a situation where life gets
so hectic sometimes you just want to get away with that special female and that's what this was
based off," he said.

What do you think of Rick Ross and Usher's "Touch 'N You"? Lets us know in the comments!
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